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Model Qty Cylinder Needles Gauge Year Note 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

G 624 120 3 ¾” 200 48 2011 
 

Machine equipped with original parts, filter, signal light, optical BTSR/SPYDERS yarn sensors, 
no.1 Elastic Feeder, Mono Sinker Terry Sinker cap machine version,  MOTORIZED  SINKER 
CAP with no.2 step motors, standard cutter saw, machine setup for producing  terry, half terry, 
plain mesh, machine ready for plain mesh, spare terry sinker cap. Packing on fumigated pallet 
+ sea worthy bag wrapped,  380/50/3 phases, machines prepared for centralized suction fan 
motor,  excluding  yarn creel and fan motor. 

G 624 60 3 ¾” 168 36 2011 
 

Machine equipped with original parts, filter, signal light, optical BTSR/SPYDERS yarn sensors, 
no.1 Elastic Feeder, Mono Sinker Terry Sinker cap machine version,  MOTORIZED  SINKER 
CAP with no.2 step motors, standard cutter saw, machine setup for producing  terry, half terry, 
plain mesh, machine ready for plain mesh, spare terry sinker cap. Packing on fumigated pallet 
+ sea worthy bag wrapped,  380/50/3 phases, machines prepared for centralized suction fan 
motor,  excluding  yarn creel and fan motor. 

G 624 10 3 ¾” 144 36 2011 
 

Machine equipped with original parts, filter, signal light, optical BTSR/SPYDERS yarn sensors, 
no.1 Elastic Feeder, Mono Sinker Terry Sinker cap machine version,  MOTORIZED  SINKER 
CAP with no.2 step motors, standard cutter saw, machine setup for producing  terry, half terry, 
plain mesh, machine ready for plain mesh, spare terry sinker cap. Packing on fumigated pallet 
+ sea worthy bag wrapped,  380/50/3 phases, machines prepared for centralized suction fan 
motor,  excluding  yarn creel and fan motor. 

      Special remark: 
All machines were working in Italy in a primary socks factory, well maintained, however every 
machine will be delivered completely refurbished, tested, checked by skilled Italian technician, 
ready for end user knitting room. 

      Special note: 
All  G624 socks machines can be equipped with brand new spare cylinder 3 ¾” x 144 
needles – 36 gg- 0,7mm- 100% made in Italy at very special price – without flat parts  


